
People of vision, peering through the veil 
warning of the future, but to no avail 

feeling the passion of truths beyond the known 

teaching us the wisdom of new seeds to be sown 
boldly they seized and tore apart the lies 
gave us inspiration, opened up our eyes 

helped us to hope when there was none in sight 
led us through the dark times till we saw the light 

(c) 2017 Miriam Maron and Gershon Winkler 

_____________ 
Walking Stick Foundation and Ashina 

Present  

prophecy 
An Awe-Inspiring Sacrilegious Weekend 

With  

Rabbi Dr. Miriam Ashina Maron 

And  

Rabbi Dr. Gershon Winkler 
Friday November 17 - Sunday November 19, 2017 

At the Luxurious UCLA Conference Center 
In scenic Lake Arrowhead, California 



 
 

Join us for an enlightening weekend of clarity and illusion, reality and 
similitude, as we explore together the rich and ancient wisdom of one of 

the oldest prophetic traditions.  

Learn about the mystifying dance of Before, During and After, and the 
simultaneous weave of the Static Laws of Universe, the Dynamic Process of 

Time, and the Unfolding Drama of Story – your story and the collective 
story within which your personal story is unraveling.

“The Prophets were those who in the name of God stood up against that which most 

people to this very day call Religion” – Abraham Joshua Heschel 

An enriching experience of 

Ancient wisdom 

Uplifting music  

Soul-stirring chant  

Inspiring story  

Sacrosanct laughter 

Entrancing Movement 

Transformative ceremony 
 



 
Learn (in beautiful natural surroundings) about the mystique of 
prophecy and the ecstasy as well as the agony of the prophetic 
experience, adapted from more than 5,000 years of ancient Hebraic 
mystery teachings about the portals between the unknown and the 
yet-to-be known, between what is and what is yet to be.  

__________________________ 
“To understand the meaning of the End of Days, we need to 

first explore the meaning of the Beginning of Days.” 
(13th-century Rabbi Moshe ben Nachmon) 

______________________________________________________ 

  
 

Rate$: 
$975 per person 

Double Occupancy 
$1200 per person Single Occupancy 



in shared upstairs/downstairs 
accommodations with private baths 

Or 

$1500 per person 
                   Double or Single Occupancy 

                  in completely private  
                deluxe accommodations 

 
Cost includes lodging, tuition, and all meals  

(Non-Refundable unless the event is cancelled). 

 

 

 

Via PayPal (Ref. elkmesa@earthlink.net) or by check to: 
Walking Stick Foundation 

POB 1103 
Cedar Glen, CA  92321  

 

                      

mailto:elkmesa@earthlink.net


 
 

 

We recommend you make a week of it and visit 
nearby Lake Arrowhead as well! 

Mile-high Lake 

Arrowhead is one of the 

best kept secrets on the 

West Coast and is 

nestled in the majestic 

mountains of San 

Bernardino National 

Forest, also known as 

“the alps of Southern 

California.” Cozy and 

quaint, Lake Arrowhead 

features countless 

outdoor recreational 

activities such as hiking, 

back-packing, bicycling, water and snow skiing, fishing, and time with Gershon and 

Miriam! The area’s stunning scenery and wildlife offers a natural peacefulness that has 

lured people to these mountains for centuries. Lake Arrowhead also offers 5-Star 

resort/spa hotel accommodations and restaurants, and seasonal weather. 

__________________________________ 

Come up anytime for a day, a weekend, a week,  

and enjoy the mountains, the woods, 

the fresh air, the fresh teachings… 

Treat yourself throughout your stay 
 to private healing sessions  
or one-on-one learning, 

and/or counseling time with 
Rabbi Miriam and/or Rabbi Gershon 

 
Walking Stick Foundation 

                Wisdom to lean on in your Life Walk 

                  



 
 


